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ABSTRACT

A high order depletion sensitivity method was applied to calculate
the sensitivities of build-up of actinides in the irradiated fuel due to cross-
section uncertainties. An iteration method based on Taylor series expansion
was applied to construct stationary principle, from which all orders of
perturbations were calculated. The irradiated EK-10 and MTR-20 fuels at
their maximum bum-up of 25% and 65% respectively were considered for
sensitivity analysis. The results of calculation show that, in case of EK-10
fuel (low burn-up), the first order sensitivity was found to be enough to
perform an accuracy of 1%. While in case of MTR-20 (high burn-up) the
fifth order was found to provide 3% accuracy. A computer code SENS was
developed to provide the required calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of neutronic properties during fuel depletion is very
important for core design. The calculated neutronic properties have some uncertainties
incurred by errors in the utilized cross-sections and calculational methods. It is generally
recognized that uncertainties in calculated reactor-design parameters may necessitate
excessive and expensive design margins.

To investigate the differences of neutronic properties due to the cross-section
errors, the sensitivity coefficients of neutronic properties to cross-section changes of
individual nuclides are very useful.

Sensitivity methods based on generalized perturbation theory have been developed
and used for problems related to the time-dependent behavior of the nuclides [1-4]. The
practical use of these formulations is generally limited to first order effects. In general
the first order formulations are routinely used, and higher order effects are neglected.
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Greenspan et al. [5] have treated a source-driven sub-critical system to second
order with multiple perturbations. Pomraning [6,7] gave an early account of higher order
variational methods that encompass perturbation methods via a Green's function
development. Albert [8] introduced a Green's function method at higher order in
shielding theory, and this was used by Dubi and Dudziak [9] in studies of sensitivity
effects in reactor shielding.

However as reported by Weisbin et al. [10], that the use of adjoint function based
formulations of sensitivity analysis is the most efficient way to evaluate the linear
sensitivities for problems involving a large data base and relatively few functional-type
responses. Palmiotti et al. [11] have developed a practical approach to take into account
higher order effects in time dependent sensitivity analysis in the nuclide field for fuel-
cycle related problems.

In the present paper the higher order sensitivity method developed by Palmiotti et
al. [11] was used to calculate the sensitivities of build-up of actinides in an irradiated
fuel due to cross-section variations. An iteration method based on Taylor series
expansion was applied to construct stationary principle from which all orders of
perturbation may be derived.

THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF BURN-UP SENSITIVITY

The transmutation equation of the nuclide density in a matrix form can be written

as:

— = MN (1)
dt

(for simplicity the subscripts are omitted)

If a perturbation SM is introduced into the system (which may correspond to
perturbation due to cross-section uncertainties 5 a), then a perturbed system can be
expressed as:

— = M'N' (2)
dt

where M' is the perturbed isotope concentration vector and

We may now define an importance function N*(t), the physical meaning of its n'h

component N* (t) may be interpreted as the increase of N(t) due to the introduction of

one nuclide of isotope at time /. N can be represented by:

MN ( 3 )

dt
where MJ is the transposed matrix of M. Equation (3) can be solved by finite difference
method with boundary condition,
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The perturbation expression for the final (at time/ = tj) isotope density vector variation

SNf can be given.as [11]:

'/,
SNf = \N\t)8MN\t)dt (4)

i.

If the perturbed N'{t) isotope concentration vector is substituted by the
unperturbed one N(t) we obtain the first order expression [1]:

V
8Nf = \N\t)8MN{t)dt (5)

As reported by Palmiotti et al. [11], the higher order perturbation expressions can
be thought of as perturbation expressions, where the effects due to 8N(= N' - N) are
evaluated without recalculating N'.

If 8N is not a small quantity as compared with TV, therefore we must evaluate a
number of higher order terms that increasingly approximate the r.h.s of equation (4).

In the perturbed case we have from equation (2)

(—-M')N' = 0 (6)
dl

which can be written as:

— -(M + 8M) (N + 8N)=0

neglecting 8M8N terms we have

(—-M)(8N\=8MN (7)
dl

with boundary condition {8N)O = 0 at / = to, the value (8N), is an approximation of
the exact 8N.

Consider a system adjoint to equation (7) given as

V' (8)
dt

with the boundary condition iyl = 0 at t = tf

The successive approximations 8N can be defined as

(9)
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where (8N), is the solution of equation (7) obtained neglecting terms of the order
SMSN . The value (8N) 1, which is equal to 8(8N), is the solution of the equation:

(—-M)(8N)^=SM{8N), (10)
dt

This equation is obtained neglecting terms of the order of 8MSN. In general we
obtain,

{{M){SN),dM{N)M (11)
at

where, (^AO, =£(<?A0M = 4 ^ 0 , - 2 ] = = S'(SN)., is obtained neglecting
terms of the order of 8M(8N)r For each (SN), one has the following boundary
condition:

(SN), = 0 at / = /.

As we have defined system (8) adjoint to equation (7) we can do the same
for equation (10) and in general for equation (11). Therefore,

dt

^~~dt

with boundary conditions i//' = 0 at /=/_,• .

At this point we can use the properties of the adjoint operators to obtain the higher
order perturbation expressions. In fact we have:

SNf =N'SN[ =N'Y,

'/
= \N>SMNdt+\)N

tSM'YJ{SN)idt (14)

But, we also have from equation (1) and (13) (recalling that 8N' = 0 at t = / , . ) :

NSN t = JN'SMNdt + J £ IJ/' SMNdt (15)
I. I. i-°

we use the principle of importance conservation in the perturbed system :

N"N'\ =N"N'\ •• (16)

which gives, recalling the conditions at t0 and t/,

N'-8N =N8N' (17)

• 2 8 5 -



Relation (17) enables us to write,

'/ '/
8Nf = JN'SMNdt + feiy'SMNdt (18)

i=0

Equation (18) is the higher order perturbation expression. It implies for a calculation at
order /, the calculation of/ vectors if/' with an iterative system of the type of equation
(13).

Assuming now that the perturbation 8M is time independent and looking into the

linear structure of equation (13) recalling that the y/' functions are zero at t/, we see that

we may write,

^={8My-'f; {i =1,2,3, ) (19)

where//* (/) are defined by the recurrent system,

dt

• = Mr f'+ f^ (/ = 1,2,3, ) (20)
dt ' "'

Therefore equation (18) becomes,

v v «
SN,, = JN'8MN8l + J]£ f* (8M)' Ndt (21)

'. '. '='
For /—> co, it may be shown that the/}* vanishes in the whole interval (tOltj). In

fact, assuming that all these functions are finite, regular and derivable to any order, we
may expand them in Taylor series only for i > 2.

~i^f\ ' (22)

Since these series converge we may find an integer n, such that:

m \ at
•, (to<t<tf) (23)

where s is an arbitrary small positive quantity. Neglecting higher order differentiation,
we can write:

where df*/dt are given by the system (20), and can be solved using the finite difference
method.

A-computer code SENS was designed to provide the required calculations for
higher order sensitivity terms.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sensitivities produced in this analysis can also be used in cross-section
adjustment procedures if experimental values of 5Nf are available. The cases considered
here are both the irradiated EK-10 and MTR-20 fuel types at their maximum burn up of
25% and 65% respectively. The cross-sections used were taken from JEF-14 [12]. All
the calculations were performed using BAC-code for direct [13], and SENS code for the
higher order sensitivity method.

Sensitivity for 239Pu Number Density

As reported by Naguib et al. [13], the contribution of U-238 capture cross-
section is the most prediction error of Pu-239 atomic number density .

The results of calculations of the sensitivities of Pu-239 build-up due to variation
in U-238 capture cross-section up to 100 % for both EK-10 (10% enrichment and 25%
burn-up) and MTR-20 (20% enrichment and 65% burn-up) fuel rods are listed in Tables
1 and 2 respectively.

Table 1. 8N/N% of 239Pu Due to 8o.JcA % of 238U
For EK-10 Fuel Rod

Scra /aa

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

I "order

0

10.044

20.088

30.132

40.147

50.218

60.265

70.309

80.352

90.396

100.440

2nd order

0

-0.002

-0.008

-0.019

-0.034

-0.053

-0.076

-0.103

-0.135

-0.170

-0.210

3rd order

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0001

0.0002

0.0003

0.0004

0.0006

Sum of
orders

0

10.042

20.080

30.113

40.113

50.165

60.1891

70.2062

80.2173

90.2264

100.2306

Direct

0

9.9751

19.9464

29.9137

39.8877

49.8371

59.7924

69.7429

79.6897

89.6324

99.5710
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Table 2. 5N/N% of 239Pu Due to Saja,
For MTR-20 Fuel Element

,% of"8U

5a . / a .

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

1st order

0
11.635
23.269
34.904
46.538
58.173
69.808
81.443
93.077
104.703
116.347

2ndorder

0
-0.710
-2.280
-4.725
-7.853

-11.554
-15.761
-20.203
-24.886
-29.590
-34.133

3rd order

0
0.025
0.221
1.008
2.874
5.301
8.221
11.365
14.471
18.125
20.329

4th order

0
0

-0.005
-0.288
-2.566
-3.561
-4.660
-5.808
-6.740
-8.211
-8.388

5th order

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.001
0.005
0.012

Sum of
orders

0
10.95

21.205
30.899
38.813
48.359
57.608
66.797
75.923
85.032
94.163

Direct

0
9.795
19.571
29.330
39.070
48.794
58.498
68.186
77.855
87.506
97.141

From Table 1. it is seen that in cases of small perturbations due to low burn-up as
in the case of EK-10 fuel rod, the first order perturbation is enough to perform the
required accuracy (approximately 1%). While from Table 2. at 65% burn-up of MTR-20
higher orders are required, where the fifth order is sufficient to reduce the discrepancy
with a direct recalculation of the effect of a perturbation to no more than 3%.

Sensitivity for Am and Cm Number Densities

The effect due to the variation of 24lAm-absorption cross-section cra on the buildup
of241 Am itself and on the 242Cm buildup was calculated. The sensitivities for241 Am and
242Cm for EK-10 fuel rod are displayed in Fig. (1), while those of MTR-20 fuel
elements are displayed in Fig. (2) respectively.
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Fig.(l). 5N/N % of Am-241 and Cm-242 Due to 8ara/cra % of Am-241
For EK-10 Fuel Rod
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Fig (2). 8N/N % of Am-241 and Cm-242 Due to 8aa/oa % of Am-241
For MTR-20 Fuel Element

Figure (1) shows that the perturbation for the case of the EK-10 fuel is almost
linear and hence the second order is enough to bring the results close to the direct one
within accuracy 2% , even at high uncertainties in the cross-sections. While, figure (2)
for the case of MTR-20 the perturbation is nonlinear and much diverges from the direct
one. Therefore the calculations of higher orders are essential. The results show that the
4th order is sufficient to reduce the discrepancy with a direct recalculation of the effect
of a perturbation to no more than 3%.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained indicate that large variations in cross-sections and long
irradiation periods give rise to strong nonlinear effects in buildup number densities.
Therefore, the first order perturbation is not enough to perform the required accuracy.
The higher order sensitivity method is adequate to avoid the large amount of direct
recalculations using a perturbed burn-up matrix of the effects of cross-section variations.

In particular the cross-section variations of Am-241 give rise to strong nonlinear
effects in the Am-241 and Cm-242 build-up. Therefore, Am-241 data should be treated
with higher order sensitivity methods.

In order to decrease errors in burn-up calculations due to cross-section variations,
adjustment of cross-section data can be deduced from direct experimental
measurements. A multilevel shape fit analysis was proposed for determination within
accuracy of 5%, the content concentrations of plutonium isotopes in irradiated fuel
element [14].
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